Welcome to the second issue of ‘Oxford is My Home’. This zine is the
product of one day filled with writing, cake and chaos. Around thirty
people came along to Open House on 19th October 2019. Some were
experiencing homelessness, some were more settled. Some were
brand new to the city, while others have called Oxford their home for
many years. All of us worked together to help make this happen - a
zine which tries to wrestle with the complex concept of ‘home’ and to
give voice to the hidden stories about housing and homelessness.
As a poet, my worry is often focused on ‘the right way’ to say something - is this the right word, or phrase? Does it sound right? Is it in the
right place? This is a beautiful and fortunate problem to deal with.
I moved to Oxford in 2018, after a swift & painless divorce. I’d fallen in
love with the city, but hadn’t bargained on how difficult it would be to
make new connections. For weeks, the only meaningful conversations
I held were between the blank page and a pen.
Until one day when walking through South Park, I stumbled upon a
short-haired person with a massive plum-coloured bike, filled with
books: the person was Phoebe Nicholson and the monstrous bike
was the Oxford Poetry Library. If you haven’t come across it, OPL is
a mobile poetry library, run entirely by local volunteers. They pedal the
bike around the city, and collaborate with local enterprises to provide
access to literature and literacy skills. One of these was with Open
House.
Poetry, like Open House, brings people together. With the support
of Lucy - the project’s founder - I began to host weekly sessions for
people to drop in and take part in writing games. Poems were written
solo, or collaboratively, and sometimes we ‘wrote’ by playing around
with a set of magnetic words. We’ve written poems about homes, yes,
housing concerns, definitely, but we’ve also written about May Day,
rivers, summer holidays, encounters in cafés....and several about cats.
Across the year it’s been going, over 1oo poems have been written,
and I couldn’t care less about how ‘right’ they are.

I, along with everyone who came to sit around the scrappy wooden
table, was there simply to make human connections. By choosing to
engage with this zine, you’re connecting yourself to those who made
it. Behind pieces about attics, damp, about boating, or even toy elephants, that one theme seems to permeate everything. Regardless of
how we are impacted by this housing situation, we all deserve to be
seen. And, for me personally, that’s the first step to finding a solution.
Thank you to everyone who came to a Writing Home session. I heard
stories which made my heart hurt, and laughed so much it hurt harder.
I learned far more than I taught (card tricks, cake recipes, how to drive
across France for free), and drank many more coffees than I made.
Thank you to anyone who shared your words with me, both figuratively
and literally. Thank you most to those people who know what I mean
when I say this - the right word will always be ‘Kafkaesque’.

Its just before 9am and I’m off to the city to find
a place to sit and to make a few pounts, not for
drugs or drink but for some food to keep until
tonight.
Raining again and its cold, but here I am with a
smile and a good morning to those that see me.
There are so many people who just pass me by
and then there are the ones who look at me and
judge me with their eyes and say hurtful things. I
get moved on and told not to come back, but I do
come back.
While I am sat hoping out of the blue I am talked
to by the homeless team. They are so young and
will try to get you to a safe place but I have been
on the street too long. It’s one in the afternoon and
I set off to another centre for a hot lunch. A warm
place and only a pound for pie and chips and a
pudding.
After a while I’m back on the street, but not looking for help, I’m in the park reading. It’s getting late
and there’s just one more stop, the soup kitchen.
Now my last footsteps to find a safe place to rest
for the night, a place where I’m lost in the darkness and not seen by others, a place where my
pain and tears are not seen. It’s hard to sleep and
I wish for the morning that I do not wake and have
to feel that I am unseen.

my footsteps

My day would start around 5.30 in the morning. I
would pack up my sleeping back and set off to the
early day centre which is open from 7am to 9am.
The centre would only allow the first 50 people in
line, theyused to take more, but had lost funding.
I was in line and saw a few faces I knew, once in I
would wash and sit down for a hot meal.

Eight Years
I.
I mean, of course I was going to fall for
her, hard. With her smell of old books and
ghosts.

II.
Eight years since I broke my own heart coming here. Trudging through age-old cobbled
streets, slightly lost, mostly homesick,
missing everyone I had ever loved but one.
I had only moved house twice in my life.
The first time was glorious, a prison break.

Her eerie yellow film set lanterns, her
dusty hushes, her songs. Her dark corners
teeming with witches and secrets.

Trading suburb for city, parents for cherished sister, my first own money for a tiny
fourth floor flat without even a balcony,

Her Cheshire cat grin.

still in nesting distance from home. I grew
there a bit maybe, learned to breathe.

She is not merely unlikely,she’s a unicorn
turned city. Just saying her name casts a
spell to this day and the first time I saw
her, the orphan in me yearned to be her
daughter eight years ago when I arrived
into such a cold and incredibly wet English February.
Or maybe I am misremembering. Maybe I was
weary of her to start with. Maybe I didn’t
believe in us always.

The second move took me away from everything
I had ever known to a foreign world on this
literal island that will always believe me
a stranger. And while I am on the subject of
strangeness,there is something peculiar going
on with the mirrors here: Instead of my old
face all they show is the shape of a question
mark.
Eight years on, this still hasn’t changed,
has not stopped frightening me.

III.
So what I did was I turned my gloom and loss into music. Of course, this city is all singers. That is part
of the magic.
The first song I secretly wrote on an imposing Merton
College Steinway that was not meant for me was called
city of sleeping and I have never stopped writing
about sleep since, the yearning lack of it, or the excess.

V.
Imagine a bland room in your average community centre. Now fill it with
candles, cushions, incense, what have
you.
Sequined curtain panels framing a fabric
banner spelling out nine golden letters that mean we have turned listening into an art every audience member
gets trained in during the course of
the night.

IV.
“They call it the city of dreaming spires but to me
it’s just the city of sleeping. I spend my days like a
spend my nights under the covers of a mattress on the
floor.
All my friends are back at home but they could never miss me like I miss them and those strangers on the
street don’t look like I could just go up to hug and
kiss them.
So…will you be my friends and sing along?”

Eight years since I sang my first song
there.The chorus a timid Will you be
my friends and sing along?
Eight years since the shock of hearing
the answer sung back at me in a stentorian choir, every syllable ringing
clear as a promise Yes! We’ll be your
friends after this song!
Eight years since I first heard the
voice of this luminousbeast of a city,
welcoming me home.

At around 7.30pm we were in bed, but around
9pm I was taken from my bed and taken behind
a closed door to learn and be shown about
god’s love and told never to talk to anyone
about his love and taken back to my bed where
I would hide and cry myself to sleep. There were
many others this would happen to and I would
hear their cries on other nights. In the years this
went on I learnt to put the pain and tears in a
dark place where it would be unseen by others.
At 18 I was put into a flat of my own but could
not cope being alone so I ended up on the
streets coping the best I could. So there I was
watching others walk on by looking but not seeing the unseen me. There are so many more like
me who are unseen and hide the pain and tears
in a cardboard box we call home.
I am in my 50s now and have no family or
friends and still feel alone. So please if you see
others on the street don’t judge them and try
and understand they don’t want to be unseen.
Michael

Unseen

I was born in the early 60’s and taken away
from my mother and father and put into care.
I never got to know their love. I became alone
and unseen for many years and was moved
around a lot of the time. When I became six I
stayed put until I was 18 years old. Being in one
place was fine until things went sideways. There
were 30 others who stayed in the care home
and each day was the same: up around seven
in the morning, wash and make up our beds, off
to school until 4pm, then back to the home.
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What assumptions are the authors
of these pieces making?

B

edtime,
A candle, not scented, and
with a peeled off label.
Nice, thought Celsius.

The quiet evening
after such a frisky afternoon
throwing Frisbees in the park.

Electricity’s so noisy.

The candlelight’s enough, said Celsius
(to noone)

Like a star in my bedroom.

I’m confused. I am a soft toy elephant and shouldn’t really have
the ability to be confused, but for some strange reason, I
am confused - about having feelings of any description. I
usually sit around here a total blank. I never know what is
going on. I do not have any concept of knowing anything
- I am a stuffed animal for goodness sake, suddenly confused. Well, you would find the world confusing if you were
suddenly given the power to have feelings after so long being
blank. My owner confides in me and hugs me and looks
at me adoringly. This is something which confuses me at
present. Now, if I have the ability to be confused, maybe
I will develop other abilities, like the ability to make sense
of it all, something which human beings have not been
able to do so far. But for the moment I am confused. I
do not have the capacities which humans project onto me. I
am made of cloth. My eyes do not connect to a brain which
interprets events. If I develop other feelings, I may turn out to
be hardly cuddly at all. I may become a cynical psychopath and not really fit to be cuddled at al. I may change
my image and become a goth, for goodness sake. I will
demand my right to be annoying, homicidal and anti-social if
I feel like it. I am sick of being so sickeningly cuddly. I am
tired of being from the cuddly side of the tracks. I feel like
holding up an off-licence and going to a rock festival. I’m
going to start smoking and I’m going to go into therapy. I
am going to start a gardening business doing door to door
offer weeding services. I am going to go to the pub and to
buy a drill. I am to going to burst into a bank waving the
drill and shouting “This is not a drill!”

Next, I would add the many different
vegetables which would be the many
people who live in and out of the city.
Now I would add the meat which gives
the stew its strength and that I see in the
many cultures that support each other to
make the city grow for everyone.
Now to add the stock, which adds the
flavour that brings out the best in the
meat and vegetables which shows the
kindness and friendship the people of
Oxford can give. Just one more thing to
add and that would be the homemade
dumplings which are made up of the
different religions that show acceptance
and love to both young and old no
matter the background they come from.
Well there you go, Oxford described by
me. A big pot of stew. A good meal that
can be shared by all, in a city you may or
may not call home.

Could i say oxford is
my home?

I will try to answer this the best I can.
I have lived in Oxford for four years
and would describe it as a big pot of
stew. It’s a city made up of old and new
buildings and houses and this would
make up the foundations of the pot
which brings Oxford together.

